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“Wikipedia is about building 
bridges, not walls”

Jimmy Wales during the opening speech that

kicked off Wikimania 2016 in Esino Lario, a

small village of about 700 inhabitants in Northern

Italy.
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Wikimania 2016 on 24-26 June 2016
The annual Wikimedia Conference was held in Esino Lario, Italy, a small village of 

about 700 inhabitants in Northern Italy.



CONTENT TRANSLATION
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation



Dr. Hephzibah Israel and Dr. Charlotte Bosseaux
Programme Directors and Lecturers in Translation Studies MSc

http://tinyurl.com/TranslateWiki The one true international language is translation.

• English to French, 
• English to/from Chinese, 
• English to Spanish, 
• English to/from Japanese, 
• English to/from Turkish, 
• English to/from Norwegian, 
• English to/from Arabic.

http://tinyurl.com/TranslateWiki


How it worked: 28 students participated.
(2 x 2hrs sessions at the beginning of the semester)

• Programme - Week 1 (Friday 23rd September)
• 11:00am - 11:15am: Housekeeping and Welcome

• 11:15 am – 12:30 pm: Wikipedia training

• 12:30 pm – 1:00 pm: Selecting an article to 
translate.

• Programme - Week 2 (Friday 30th September)
• 11:00am - 11:15am: Housekeeping and Welcome

• 11:15 am – 1:00 pm: Translating the chosen article.

Wikipedia training inc.
policies & guidelines, 
how to navigate your 

way round and how to 
format a page.

Running through how to 
use the Content 

Translation tool and 
getting started with it.

Students then worked in their own time to complete the translation and submitted Two Word documents 
at the end of the semester (the source article and their published translated article).





Translation from one language Wikipedia to another.
Independent Study module – Translation Studies MSc assignment

“It is very fun but challenging at the same time. I 
feel like I am doing something very meaningful. 

It not only helps me with my translation skills, 
but also makes me feel that I am contributing to 
Wikipedia, to people, to the society.“ – Student 
feedback



, 



The tutors were pleased that the students were:

✓Getting the necessary practical experience they needed.
✓Engaging in problem solving and critical thinking.
✓Engaging with how knowledge is shared around the world.
✓Writing neutrally for a Wikipedia audience.
✓Considering the verifiability of the information they were presented with.
✓evaluating whether a translator should ever intervene.
✓Learning academic research & writing skills that would stand them in good stead for 
the dissertation.

For the students: 
✓ they were engaged and enthusiastic about Wikimedia’s 

mission to share knowledge globally.
✓ they were selecting texts they were interested in.
✓ they were getting much-needed published translation 

practice which they could point to when getting a job.
✓ They were learning new skills and developing 

information & digital literacy.
✓ They were enjoying the assignment.



So we are running the assignment again this 
semester and have a case study , blog article & 
video interviews.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:University_of_Edinburgh/Events_and_Workshops/Translation_Studies_(Semester_2)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikipedia_in_the_Classroom_-_Translation_Studies_MSc_case_study.pdf
http://thinking.is.ed.ac.uk/wir/2017/01/05/wikipedia-assignment-translation-studies-msc/
https://media.ed.ac.uk/search/searchkeyword/translation studies


As we sail away….



“Edinburgh is and will remain a proudly European and

international University" - Principal's statement on

Article 50



“Knowledge creates 
understanding –

understanding is sorely 
lacking in today’s world”



Ewan McAndrew
Wikimedian in Residence
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Links and further reading

• Content Translation Improved My Edits - Wikimedia Blog by Alex Hinojo

• The Wikimedia residency at the University of Edinburgh.

• List of all the different language Wikipedias

• Assignment page for the Translation Studies MSc Wikipedia assignment.

• Blog article on the Translation Studies MSc assignment at the University of Edinburgh.

• 3 minute screencast on how to use the Content Translation tool on the Media Hopper channel.

• Translation Studies MSc case study at the University of Edinburgh

• The lesson plan and case studies.

• Reasons to work with Wikipedia.

• Wikipedia and student writing.

• Cohen, N. (2014). Wikipedia Emerges as Trusted Internet Source for Ebola Information. [online] Nytimes.com. 

• Sutcliffe, D. (2016). Wikipedia’s Ongoing Search for the Sum of All Human Knowledge. [online] Medium. 

• Vogel, M. (2015). Teaching translation through editing Wikipedia. [online] Web.archive.org. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:University_of_Edinburgh/Events_and_Workshops/Bragging_Writes_-_IWD_2017
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:University_of_Edinburgh/Events_and_Workshops/Bragging_Writes_-_IWD_2017
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:University_of_Edinburgh/Events_and_Workshops/Translation_Studies_(Semester_2)
http://thinking.is.ed.ac.uk/wir/2017/01/05/wikipedia-assignment-translation-studies-msc/
https://media.ed.ac.uk/media/t/1_uutk3kuz
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikipedia_in_the_Classroom_-_Translation_Studies_MSc_case_study.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_in_the_Classroom_lesson_plan
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Wikipedia_in_the_Classroom_case_studies
https://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/Education/Reasons_to_use_Wikipedia
https://wikiedu.org/blog/2014/10/14/wikipedia-student-writing/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/27/business/media/wikipedia-is-emerging-as-trusted-internet-source-for-information-on-ebola-.html?_r=1
https://medium.com/@oiioxford/wikipedia-s-ongoing-search-for-the-sum-of-all-human-knowledge-6216fb478bcf#.f2y9zhtc1
http://web.archive.org/web/20150909114449/https:/www.ucl.ac.uk/teaching-learning/case-studies-news/e-learning/teaching-translation-wikipedia


Links and further reading.

• Guide explaining the Content Translation Tool.

• Content Translation FAQ

• Statistics about all the different Language Wikipedias

• Content Translation Stats

• Wikipedia:Translation - How to translate

• Video: "The Wikipedia Content Translation Tool reaches 100,000 translations" (short intro to Content Translation).

• Video - "The one true international language is translation" (Presentation at Wikimania 2016).

• Video: "Tech Talk: The MediaWiki Content Translation Extension" (Presentation from November 2014)

• Video: How-to video for doing medical translation with Wikipedia's Content Translation tool (using summary files).

• Video: How I can write or translate Wikipedia articles into Arabic

• Video: Content Translation in action (Wikimania 2015)

• Help page: Interlanguage links

• Discussion notes from Wikimania 2016 on the Content Translation tool

• Teaching translation with Wikipedia - the UCL example.

• Teaching Translation via Wikipedia - Education project at universities around the world.

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Content_translation/Documentation/FAQ
https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/Sitemap.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:ContentTranslationStats
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Translation#How_to_translate
https://media.ed.ac.uk/media/The+Wikipedia+Content+Translation+Tool+reaches+100,000+translations/1_lcb12buv
https://media.ed.ac.uk/media/Wikimania+2016+-+The+one+true+international+language+is+translation/1_78ouurf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x7f5Zfvit5E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1SM-BOmAy2U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCMOwXx6nyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Udg9Il72GY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Interlanguage_links
https://etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/Wikimania2016-discussion4b
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/teaching-learning/case-studies-news/e-learning/teaching-translation-wikipedia
https://wikimedia.org.uk/wiki/Teaching_Translation_via_Wikipedia


Tidying up the article once it is published



Making it discoverable – the Find Link tool



Choosing an article: the Gapfinder tool

http://recommend.wmflabs.org/


Choosing an article: 
Not in the Other Language tool



Featured articles



Wiki Translation – Choosing an article

• Please aim to select a high quality article to translate such as from the 
Featured Articles quality criteria (the highest quality standard on 
Wikipedia) or the Good Article quality criteria (the 2nd highest). 

• If you click on the Featured article link, there are links on the left hand 
side of pages to the ‘Featured Articles’ page in each of the other 
language Wikipedias. You will find the same if you click on the ‘Good 
Article’ links. 

• You can view Pages needing translation into English and do category
searches for articles in a subject you are interested in e.g. 
Category:Articles needing translation from foreign-language Wikipedias. 
You can also view the Portal directory to search portals in the same way.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Good_articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Featured_articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Good_articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Pages_needing_translation_into_English
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Articles_needing_translation_from_foreign-language_Wikipedias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Portal/Directory


Wiki Translation – Choosing an article

• Tool: Gapfinder - This tool has been developed to help editors find missing content in any 
language for which there is a Wikipedia edition. GapFinder helps you discover articles 
that exist in one language but are missing in another. Start by selecting a source language 
and a target language. GapFinder will find trending articles in the source that are missing 
in the target. If you are interested in a particular topic area, provide a seed article in the 
source language, and GapFinder will find related articles missing in the target. Click on a 
card to take a closer look at a missing article to see if you would like to create it from 
scratch or translate it.

• Tool: "Not in the other language" - This tool looks for Wikidata items that have a page in 
one language but not in the other (using Wikipedia categories to filter the results).

• Check the word count of the source article. You can use this tool Search tool to look up 
the article & its word count Hence you should copy the article's main text (not including 
notes, references, bibliographies etc.) into a Word document so you can get a more 
accurate indication of the main body of the article's wordcount.

http://recommend.wmflabs.org/
https://tools.wmflabs.org/not-in-the-other-language/
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?search=&title=Special:Search&go=Go

